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Figure 1: Example applications made with FlexHaptics method: (A) a piano keyboard interface for touchscreen musical
applications, (B) a VR controller attachment for bow shooting games, and (C) a joystick with a two-step button on the stick end.

ABSTRACT
This paper presents FlexHaptics, a design method for creating cus-
tom haptic input interfaces. Our approach leverages planar compli-
ant structures whose force-deformation relationship can be altered
by adjusting the geometries. Embedded with such structures, a
FlexHaptics module exerts a fine-tunable haptic effect (i.e., resis-
tance, detent, or bounce) along a movement path (i.e., linear, rotary,
or ortho-planar). These modules can work separately or combine
into an interface with complex movement paths and haptic effects.
To enable the parametric design of FlexHaptic modules, we pro-
vide a design editor that converts user-specified haptic properties
into underlying mechanical structures of haptic modules. We val-
idate our approach and demonstrate the potential of FlexHaptic
modules through six application examples, including a slider con-
trol for a painting application and a piano keyboard interface on
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touchscreens, a tactile low vision timer, VR game controllers, and a
compound input device of a joystick and a two-step button.
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• Human-centered computing → Systems and tools for inter-
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1 INTRODUCTION
Haptic feedback in tangible input interfaces is critical to enhancing
user performance and engagement. With haptic feedback providing
touch sensation, users make precise manipulation at ease [22], con-
firm a successful input without paying extra attention [5], and per-
ceive extended responsiveness from an interactive system [23, 33].
However, off-the-shelf components with predetermined and fixed
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haptic profiles are insufficient to satisfy an increasing need for
sophisticated interaction design for various user scenarios. Cus-
tomizing passive haptic inputs, which have fixed force-movement
profiles determined by mechanical mechanisms, expands design
opportunities and also challenges to support a wider variety of
haptic interfaces.

Some methods to create passive haptic inputs are to embed mag-
netic [20, 40, 41] and flexible [25, 31, 34] materials. Others using a
single and regular material employ coil spring [12], kirigami [8],
and metamaterial [14, 22, 32] mechanisms. The later ones facilitate
prototyping as they enable designers to generate mechanisms with
desired haptic properties with computer aid and fabricate their
designs with widely accessible machines (i.e., 3D printers and laser
cutters) and materials (i.e., PLA filaments and plastic sheets). To
forward the computer-aided design and fabrication of haptic inputs
with predictable force-feedback, we introduce a new method that
leverages beam structures, superior in their simple geometries and
predictable haptic properties.

We propose FlexHaptics method that supports creating haptic
inputs with a set of mechanical module designs that provide pre-
dictable force-feedback with embeded beam structures (Figure 2).
We present eight different modules. Each unit generates a different
kind of haptic effects, including resistance, detent, or bounce, while
traveling along a linear, rotary, ortho-planar linear movement path.
The modules are planar and compact, therefore are easy to fabricate
by 3D printing PLA, laser-cutting an acetal plastic (POM) sheet,
or laser-cutting an acrylic sheet. The form factor also aligns with
the construction of modern products, such as touchscreen devices,
gamepads, and keyboards, and satisfies the common need of arrang-
ing multiple inputs within a small space. Moreover, we propose
two mixing operators to guide designers on composing with the
modules: parallel mixing generates an input with multiple haptic
effects along a primitive path, and series mixing generates an input
with a compound path.

Figure 2: Flexhaptics workflow: 1) designing a module with
desired haptic effects in FlexHaptics editor, 2) fabricating
the module by 3D printing or laser cutting, 3) assembling
the parts and embedding a circuit, 4) application example
as a haptic slider used with a microcontroller (top) and on a
touchscreen (bottom).

The method comprises an editor as a plug-in within Rhinoceros
and Grasshopper to let designers explore module design according
to desired force feedback. To implement the editor, first, we de-
veloped mathematical models quantifying the haptics-geometries
relationship of each module. The models are in the format of linear
regression analysis equations with an explanatory variable of a
composite geometric component, informed by existing theories
and models. Then we computed the coefficients and validated the
models through finite element analysis (FEA) and experiments with
modules fabricated with the three methods. Based on the exper-
iment results, we adjusted the generation algorithms to address
fabrication issues. Finally, we developed the back-end of the editor
with Grasshopper and Rhinocommon in C# and the front-end in-
terface with Human UI. The key contributions of this paper are as
follows:

1. The design of haptic modules and mixing operators. We
present six modules exerting a resistance, detent, or bounce haptic
effect within a linear or rotary path and additional two ortho-planar
linear bounce modules with straight and curved beams. We also
propose two mixing operators for composing multiple modules:
parallel mixing and series mixing.

2. Mathematical models predicting haptic properties from
geometric parameters of the modules. The models adjusted
from analytical theories were validated by FEA and empirical data
derived from modules fabricated with the three methods.

3. Design editor. Based on the mathematical models and ex-
periment results, FlexHaptics editor transforms haptic properties
input by designers into module geometries. Moreover, the editor
can adjust geometries according to selected fabrication methods to
mitigate fabrication errors.

4. Six example applications.Wedemonstrate a broad spectrum
of use cases applying the proposed techniques and tool, including
two on-touchscreen interfaces of a slider control and a piano key-
board, a tactile low vision timer, VR game controllers, and a joystick
combining with a two-step button.

2 RELATEDWORK
We build upon prior work on constructing the design space of haptic
inputs, techniques to create passive haptic inputs, and programming
force-movement properties via geometric structures.

2.1 The design space of haptic inputs
Input devices transduce user movements into logical values of
an application [7], and haptic devices provide haptic feedback in
response to user movements [11]. Thus we identify the design space
of haptic inputs consists of two dimensions: movement path and
haptic effect. Card et al. [7] propose that possible movement paths
of input devices can be described with primitive movements (i.e.,
linear and rotary) and operators (i.e., merge, layout, and connect)
to combine the primitives. Thus inspired, FlexHaptics modules
support linear and rotary paths and combine for complex paths.

Among various haptic effects [17], we narrow our scope down
to passive force-movement properties, which is commonly visual-
ized as a curve about forces against displacement. Varying force
intensity and direction (assisting or resisting movement) along a
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path generates numerous patterns of communicating value. Re-
searchers have facilitated the design force-movement patterns on
active hardware with editors, APIs, or codes that provide useful and
frequent patterns, including barrier, spring, friction, damper, and
acceleration [18, 24, 36, 37, 39]. For passive haptic interfaces, while
some efforts support freely composing force-movement patterns
[20], most efforts provide a set of mechanisms, each of which exerts
a typical pattern. Moreover, Mechamagnets [41] proposes six hap-
tic profiles by magnets configurations, which can cross with five
spatial constraints by 3D-printed widgets to extend possibilities.
Our method covers the commonly used force-movement patterns
(friction/resistance, detent, spring/bounce) and allows stacking the
patterns on a movement path (by parallel mixing). And we adapt
Mechamagnets ’s [41] idea of separating and crossing the haptics
and movements to expand coverage over the design space.

2.2 Techniques to create passive haptic inputs
Several techniques to create passive haptic inputs leveragemagnetic
materials. The techniques require manual process, like embedding
permanent magnets in Mechamagnets [41] and Magneto-haptics
[20] and rubbing magnetic rubber sheets with a magnetizing tool
in textitMagnetact [40]. While these techniques are easy to craft,
the predetermined magnetic materials may limit fine-tuning haptic
properties.

Elastic materials bring tangible inputs with flexibility without
complicating their mechanical structures. For instance, Rivera et
al. [25] present input devices made by embedding elastic textile
between rigid part during 3D-printing. Moreover, the emergence of
flexible-material 3D printing makes the fabrication more automated.
For example, Flexibles [31] leverages TPU filaments and Slyper and
Hodglns [34] use rubber-like material for 3D-print flexible mecha-
nisms.

Origami and kirigami-based techniques use computation for
designing cut-and-fold patterns and employing widely accessible
machines and materials for fabrication, as demonstrated by Foldio
[21] and Sensing kirigami [42]. Recently, Kirigami Haptic Swatches
[8] has enabled designers to quantitatively adjust the force feed-
backs of four types of kirigami buttons based on mathematical
models linking force feedbacks to geometric parameters and laser
cutting settings.

Researchers have demonstrated techniques to program the flexi-
bility of an object 3D-printed from a single and relatively stiff mate-
rial by adjusting the structure geometries. For instance, Panetta et al.
[22], Schumacher et al. [32], and Ion et al. [14] present metamaterial
methods that arrange microstructures at different flexibility to con-
trol the elasticity distributions of assemblies. Ondulé [12] leverages
coil spring structures, complemented withmechanical joints, to con-
trol bounce effects along various movement paths. Like ours, these
methods use widely available 2D-cutting or 3D-printing machines
and a single regular material and allow quantitative control over
force-movement patterns. However, the micro-scale and coil struc-
tures are less fabricable when scaled down to small sizes needed
by finger-scale inputs (e.g., keyboard). In contrast, our method
leverages simpler cantilever structures to support compact input
designs.

2.3 Structural flexibility design and fabrication
A beam is a slender structural element to resist load, commonly
used in machine design. Cantilever beams, beams supported on
only one end, contribute to tactile feedback in many daily prod-
ucts, like snap-fit mechanisms and detent mechanisms [4]. Rizescu
et al. [26] and Ji et al. [15] investigate the effects of topologies
on tactile sensations of cantilever snap-fit mechanisms. Mechan-
ical simplicity makes beams suitable for digital design and fabri-
cation. For example, Lamello [30] leverages comb-like structure
with varying-length tines in 3D-printed input interfaces. Roumen
et al. [29] apply straight and curved cantilevers for robust joints
and mounts in laser-cut products. Klahn et al. [16] and Robeller
et al. [27] provide guidelines for 3D printing or CNC fabricating
snap-fits. Moreover, reaction forces from deflected beams can be
calculated with analytical methods based on, e.g., Euler-Bernoulli
theory [2] and Castigliano’s theorem [9]. The design of FlexHap-
tics modules incorporate findings from these efforts to ensure the
modules provide proper haptic sensations, are reliable to fabricate,
and can be precisely calculated.

3 FLEXHAPTICS
3.1 Design Goals
Our design goals for FlexHaptics modules are as follows:

Functional.We ensured amodule constrainedmovementwithin
a path and generated force feedback as designed. We also enabled
each module design to provide a proper range of force feedback. For
instance, we broadened that of resistance modules by setting not
only beam length but also beam width and thickness as variables.
Moreover, we made sure that designers could adjust each haptic
feature without influencing the others in a module. For example, to
allow independent adjustment of stiffness and linear-stiffness range
in a linear bounce module, we set not only beam length and unit
number but also beam thickness and width as variables because
decreasing the former two increases stiffness but shortens linear
range and adjusting later two can correct the side effect.

Compact. As many devices are compact colligation of simple
inputs (e.g., keyboard), we recognized compactness is critical for
the modules to be widely applicable. We simplified geometries so
that they can function when scaled down to the fingertip size. We
minimized extra space by shaping beams according to operating
areas, such as rotary resistance and ortho-planar bounce modules.

Easy to fabricate.We recognized challenges in using consumer-
grade machines to fabricate parts with thin and slender features,
as well as in assembling tiny parts. Thus we minimized such fea-
tures and part numbers. We included three fabrication methods,
including 1) laser cutting acetal plastic (POM) sheet, 2) laser cutting
extruded acrylic sheet, and 3) 3D printing PLA filament, to allow de-
signers choices regarding tool accessibility and design requirement.
We selected the materials for two reasons. First, they are easy to
fabricate using widely-available machines such as laser cutters and
3D printers. Second, the materials are strong, yet flexible indicated
by high ratios of strength to Young’s modulus [13]. Delrin has a
better ratio, while transparent acrylic is useful to on-touchscreen
see-through interfaces.

Predictable.We aimed for that force feedback generated by a
module design could be precisely predicted. As our module designs
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and mathematical models are based on existing analytical models,
wemade sure the conditions for the formulas weremet. For instance,
the linear resistance module is based on Euler-Bernoulli’s theory
calculating the reaction force of a beam with its geometry and end
deflection when the deflection is small [2]. Therefore, we applied
a wedge cut between the tip and beam to minimize the tip’s effect
on the beam geometry. And we adapted a circular tip so that the
deflection of a beam end (the circle center) would always equal to
tip radius regardless of beam bending degree. And we maintained
the tip radius less than 1/10 of the beam length to meet the small
deflection condition.

3.2 Overview of modules and mixing operators
FlexHaptics approaches haptic input design by parameterizing two
attributes: the movement path and the haptic effect. The movement
path includes linear and rotary motions, and the haptic effect com-
prises resistance, detent, and bounce feedback patterns. As shown in
Figure 3, resistance refers to a force with a steady magnitude and a
direction opposite to movement, detent refers a force-displacement
pattern where resistance increase and decrease within a short dis-
placement, and bounce refers to a resisting force that decreases or
increases as displacement decreases or increases.

By crossing the movement paths and haptic effects, FlexHaptics
provides eight primitive modules, each of which supports a haptic
effect along a movement path. The modules include linear resis-
tance, linear detent, linear bounce, rotary resistance, rotary detent,
and rotary bounce modules (Figure 3), and additionally, an ortho-
planar linear bounce module that generates a bounce effect along
an out-of-plane linear movement path and a planar bounce module
whose mobile part moves free on the plane and exerts bounce effect.

Multiplemodules can be combined into composite inputs through
two mixing strategies: mixing in parallel and mixing in series (Fig-
ure 4). Mixing in parallel aligns and respectively bonds the mobile
and static parts of two or more modules with the same movement
path, producing a compound input with multiple haptic effects
along the single path. Mixing in series bonds the base of one mod-
ule or composite input to the mobile part of another, so on and
so forth. The resulted inputs have a complex movement path and
maintain component haptic effect(s) along each component path.

3.3 Module Design
This section introduces each module design, focusing on the pre-
diction of haptic property from the geometric parameters. The
predictions are embodied in linear regression equations (see Eq.
1,4, 11, 15,16), which constitute a compound explanatory variable
containing multiple geometric parameters, coefficient (A), and con-
stant (B). This section describes the explanatory variables that are
determined by adjusting existing analytical models of beams ac-
cording to our module designs. As and Bs accommodate flexibility
caused by the rest part of a module except the beam and material
effects. Such predictions avoid using material property measures
(e.g., Young’s modulus, Poisson’s ratio), which are hard to decide
for fabricated parts since they are affected by laser cutting or 3D
printing process. As and Bs’ calculations and values are present in
Section 4.

3.3.1 Resistance feedback. A resistance module consists of a de-
formable mobile part squeezed into and moving along a linear or
rotary track. The raised-end cantilever embedded in the mobile
part deflects and exerts a reaction force, which transfers to sliding
or rotating resistance between the two parts with a certain friction
coefficient.

Linear resistance modules. A linear resistance module pro-
vides a constant force resistant to sliding (Figure 5) . The deformed
beam yields a reaction force 𝐹LR-r predictable with 𝑙 , 𝑏, ℎ, and free
end displacement when displacement is small according to Euler-
Bernoulli theory [2], and displacement equals 𝑟t (Eq. 1). Normal
force 𝑁 between the two parts can be calculated from the reaction
force, according to the mechanical equilibrium equations of the tip
and slider (Eq. 2). Force feedback of a linear resistant module 𝐹LR
equals the sum of sliding resistance, which is the product of normal
force and friction coefficient ` decided by material property (Eq.
3). In summary, force feedback from a linear resistance module of
certain material is predictable from the module geometry, as shown
by substituting Eq. 1 and 2 into 3.

𝐹LR-r = 𝐴
𝑟t𝑏ℎ3

𝑙3
+ 𝐵 (1)

𝑁 = 2𝐹LR-r (2)

𝐹LR = `𝑁 (3)
Rotary resistance modules. A rotary resistance module pro-

vides a constant torque resistant to rotating (Figure 6) . The de-
formed beam exerts a reaction force predictable with 𝑟 , 𝑎, 𝑏, ℎ, and
displacement according to Castigliano’s theorem [9], and displace-
ment equals 𝑟t (Eq. 4). Normal force between the two parts can
be calculated from the reaction force, according to the mechanical
equilibrium equations of the tip and rotor (Eq. 5). Feedback torque
of a rotary resistant module 𝑇RR equals the sum of resistant torque,
which is the product of normal force, friction coefficient, and 𝑅 (Eq.
5). In summary, the feedback torque from a rotary resistance mod-
ule on certain material is predictable from the module geometry
and material, as shown by substituting Eq. 4 and 5 into 6.

𝐹RR-r = 𝐴
𝑟t𝑏ℎ3

𝑟3 (2𝑎 − 𝑠𝑖𝑛2𝑎)
+ 𝐵 (4)

𝑁 = 2𝐹LR-r (5)

𝑇RR = `𝑁𝑅 (6)

3.3.2 Detent feedback. A detent module consists of a mobile part
moving along a linear or rotary track with notches (Figure 7). The
mobile parts employ the same beam structure of linear resistance
modules, which has a raised tip conforming to the notches. Friction
between a mobile part and track is removed by adding lubricant,
and force feedback of sliding or rotating equals the tangential com-
ponent of normal force between the two parts.

Given the geometry of a detent module, what is known is the
notch profile𝑦 = 𝑓 (𝑥), where 𝑥 and𝑦 are the horizontal and vertical
position of a point on the notch, the notch slope is 𝑓 ′(𝑥), and the
beam stiffness 𝑘 predictable from 𝑏, 𝑙 , and ℎ (Eq.1 ), and tip radius 𝑟t.
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Figure 3: FlexHaptics modules. A FlexHaptics module supports a haptic effect among resistance, detent, and bounce, along a
linear or rotary path. The left six modules afford within-plane path, the two additional modules are designed for bounce effect
along an out-of-plane linear path. Gray parts are rigid; colored parts are compliant, and color changing from blue to green, and
to red indicates increasing stress levels.

What can be calculated is beam deflection 𝛿 (Eq.7 or 8) and reaction
force (Eq.9) when the beam moving along the notch. And the force
feedback during the movement is the horizontal component of the
reaction force (Eq.10 ).

When contact point is derivable (Figure 7 A right),

𝛿 =

√︃
𝑟2𝑡 − 𝑥2 (7)

When contact point is not derivable (Figure 7 A left),

𝛿 = tr

(
1 − 1√︁

1 + 𝑓 ′(𝑥)2

)
− f (x) (8)

𝐹D-r = 𝑘𝛿 (9)

𝐹D = 𝐹D-rf ′(x) (10)
Various detent effects can be designed by adjusting notch profiles,

beam geometries, and notch distributions. A notch profile can be
created by selecting a left side and a right side from the four preset
notch profiles: 1) constant slope, 2) increasing slope, 3) increasing
then decreasing slope, 4) locking. A notch can be scaled along or
perpendicular to the movement direction, influencing the detent
effect scope and sharpness. Adjusting the beam increase or decrease
force feedback along the notch consistently.

3.3.3 Bounce feedback. Bounce modules exert a restoring force
(𝐹 ) toward the equilibrium and proportional to displacement when
the mobile part is moved away from the neutral position within a
range. Bounce coefficients can be adjusted by altering geometric
parameters.

Linear bounce module. A linear bounce module provides a
resistance force that is proportional to displacement when stretched

or squeezed within a range (Figure 8). A linear bounce module is
constructed with a series of beams. The bounce coefficient 𝑘LB-unit
of each unit can be predicted with 𝑙 , 𝑏,and ℎ (Eq.10 ), and that of
whole module 𝑘LB can be further calculated with the number of
units based on series spring formulas (Eq.11 ).

𝑘LB-unit = 𝐴
𝑏ℎ3

𝑙3
+ 𝐵 (11)

𝑘LB =
𝑘LB-unit

𝑛
(12)

Rotary bounce module. A rotary bounce module allows the
arbor to rotate and exerts reaction torque proportional to the ro-
tating angle (Figure 9). The design of the spring was based on the
standard Archimedean spiral defined by 𝑑𝑎, ℎ, 𝑝 , and 𝑎, from which
its effective length 𝑙 can be calculated (Eq.13, 14, and 15) [3]. And
the bounce coefficient can be calculated with 𝑏, ℎ, and 𝑙 according
to spiral spring theory (Eq.16) [3].

𝑙 = − 1
2𝑦

[
𝑥

√︃
𝑥2 + 𝑦2 + 𝑦2 ln

(
𝑥 +

√︃
𝑥2 + 𝑦2

)
− (𝑥 + 𝑦𝑎)

√︃
𝑥2 + 𝑦2 + 2𝑥𝑦𝑎 + 𝑦2𝑎2

−𝑦2 ln
(
𝑥2 + 𝑦2 + 2𝑥𝑦𝑎 + 𝑏2𝑎2

)] (13)

𝑥 =
𝑑𝑎 + ℎ

2
, where 𝑑 = 10 (14)

𝑦 =
𝑝

2𝜋
, where 𝑝 = 2ℎ (15)

𝑘RB = 𝐴
𝑏ℎ3

𝑙
+ 𝐵 (16)
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Figure 4: Two mixing operators for FlexHaptics modules. (A)
Mixing in parallel aligns modules with the same movement
path and bonds the mobile and static parts together respec-
tively, resulting in an interface with the same movement
path and a compound haptic effect. (B) Mixing in series uses
multiple modules with different movement paths, and bonds
the static part of one module to the mobile part of another
module, producing an interface with a complex movement
path.

Figure 5: Linear resistance module. It comprises a flexure
slidable along a linear track. Its force feedback is adjusted
with beam length 𝑙 , thickness ℎ, and width 𝑏.

Ortho-planar linear bounce modules. Ortho-planar linear
bounce modules provide the mobile platform moving out of the
base plane with a resistance force proportional to displacement
(Figure 10 and 11). They are constructed with a straight or round
beam following the mobile platform shape. Bounce coefficients of
straight beams can be calcualted with 𝑙 , 𝑏, ℎ [2]. Bounce coefficient

Figure 6: Rotary resistance module. It consists of a flexure
rotatable within a ring. Its force feedback is adjusted with
beam radian 𝑎, radius 𝑟 , thickness ℎ, and width 𝑏.

Figure 7: Detent modules. A linear and rotary detent module
both employ the same beam geometries as linear resistance
module and adapts notches to contact surface. (A) As the
beam moving across a notch, force feedback is determined
by the notch and beam geometry. (B) We present four sym-
metrical notch signatures and force-displacement curves.
Mixing a left and a right side of them generates another 12
detent profiles. Force feedback from a notch can be adjusted
by scaling it along its width or depth direction.

of round beams can be predicted with 𝑙 (i.e., 𝑎 and 𝑟 ), 𝑏, ℎ based on
[19].

𝑘OLBS = 𝐴
𝑏ℎ3

𝑙3
+ 𝐵 (17)
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Figure 8: A linear bounce module can be stretched or com-
pressed, its stiffness can be adjusted by beam length 𝑙 , thick-
ness ℎ, and width 𝑏, and unit number 𝑛.

Figure 9: A rotary bounce module can be rotated clockwise
or counterclockwise, its stiffness can be adjusted by spiral
radian 𝑎 and wire thickness ℎ and𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ.

Figure 10: A straight-beam ortho-planar bounce module can
be adjusted with beam length 𝑙 , thickness ℎ and width 𝑏.

𝑘OLBR = 𝐴
𝑏ℎ3

(𝑟𝑎)3
+ 𝐵 (18)

Figure 11: A curve-beam ortho-planar bounce module can be
adjusted with beam radius 𝑟 , radian 𝑎, and beam thickness ℎ
and width 𝑏.

4 TECHNICAL EVALUATION
We evaluated how well the mathematical models predict modules
of FEA simulation and modules fabricated with the three methods.
FEA simulation allowed investigating ideal modules that the sizes
are precise and the material properties are the same as provided by
the manufactures. Experiments were for identifying effects from
fabrications, informing adjustments to FlexHaptics techniques.

4.1 Fabrication methods and testing settings
We fabricated modules of different materials using machine set-
tings (Table 1) that balance fabricating quality and time. Moreover,
we adjust digital models in response to fabrication errors and fit
clearances. To adjust laser cutting errors, we flipped one part of
a module in to improve corporations between parts, addressing
slanted kerf [28], and offset laser cutting profiles 1mm outer to mit-
igate material removed by cutting. For 3D printing, we chamfered
the bottom edges at 0.3mm to mitigate "Elephant’s foot" where a
first layer flaring outside. We maintained fit clearances for sliding
and rotating fit of different materials when there is minimal friction
and an invisible gap between two parts.

Our experiment settings consist of a console and four replace-
able accessories (Figure 12). The console measure forces with a
force gauge and linear displacements with a potentiometer. The
four accessories connected to the console are for measuring linear
reaction force, linear resistance, rotary reaction torque, and rotary
resistance.

4.2 Data collection and analysis
We simulated and measured reaction force of resistance modules
and stiffness of detent and bounce modules with varying geometric
parameters (Table 2). Linear regression analysis was conduct to
predict 𝐹LR-r with 𝑏ℎ3

𝑙3
for evaluating Eq. 1,𝑇𝑅𝑅−𝑟 with 𝑟t𝑏ℎ

3

𝑟 3 (2𝑎−𝑠𝑖𝑛2𝑎)
for Eq. 1, 𝑘LB-unit with 𝑏ℎ3

𝑙3
for Eq. 1, 𝑘OLBS with 𝑏ℎ3

𝑙3
for Eq. 1, 𝑘OLBR

with 𝑏ℎ3

(𝑟𝑎)3 for Eq. 1, 𝑘RB with 𝑏ℎ3

𝑙3
for Eq. 1, where 𝑙 is calculated

from 𝑎 and ℎ. Table 3 lists coefficients and R-squared’s. Finally for
each module, we compared the measured curve with the curve
predicted with the equations.
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Laser-cut POM Laser-cut Acrylic 3D-printed PLA
Material Delrin 1/16” Cast acrylic 1/16” Ultimaker PLA
Machine Universal Laser Systems PLS6.150D Ultimaker 3 and S5
Setting Power 15, speed 4, pass 2 Power 10, speed 8, pass 3 Profiles 0.1, infill 100%
Adjustments 1. Outer offset 0.1mm 2. Flip one part to assemble 1. Chamfer 0.3mm 2. Align print path to beam length

Fit clearance Sliding Rotating Sliding Rotating

Table 1: Fabrication material and methods.

Figure 12: Experiment settings: (A) testing console and acces-
sory for linear reaction force, (B) accessory for linear resis-
tance, (C) accessory for rotary resistance, (D) accessory for
rotary reaction force, and (E) winding mechanism for rotary
modules.

4.3 Results and adjustments
Results of the linear regression analysis are shown in Table 3. The
prediction method predicted the reaction force or stiffness of FEA
modules with high goodness-of-fit ( averaged 𝑅2 = 0.99836), and
fabricated modules with less goodness-of-fit (averaged 𝑅2Delrin =
0.95341, averaged 𝑅2acylic = 0.79088, averaged 𝑅2PLA = 0.97723). We
suppose this was because fabrication introduces dimensional er-
rors and changes material properties. Dimensional preciseness is
important to the prediction precision, for example, if ℎ changes
from 1mm to 1.1mm, the haptic values will increase changes 33.1%.
3D printing and laser cutting fabricate the same file into results
different in dimensions, even with the same machines and settings.
The theoretical basis of the mathematical models relies on isotropic
materials. Heat in laser-cutting processes changes the flexibility of

material close to cuts, and FDM 3D printed objects have different
stiffness along different directions.

Besides reactions from the beams, force feedbacks of a module
was affected by other factors like friction and track stiffness. Resis-
tance modules involved more uncertainty of force feedback because
they leverage friction. First, friction coefficients were not consistent
due to fabrication and contact conditions. Second, static friction
was greater than kinetic friction, thus force feedback at the right
beginning of a movement was greater than that during movement.
For linear resistance and detent modules with a long travel distance,
their tracks got less stiff, reducing the deflection of the beam and
force intensities. We identified four approaches to avoid or mitigate
the errors. The first is to avoid setting small values of ℎ and 𝑏. The
second is to prioritize adjusting 𝑙 values instead of 𝑏 or ℎ to meet
haptic values. The third is to fabricate a series of models with 𝑙

values varying around the value calculated for a desired force or
stiffness value so that one of the prototypes can provide the desired
haptics. Lastly, we note to avoid using acrylic for linear bounce
modules because of the high risk of fracture.

5 FLEXHAPTICS EDITOR
We present an editor 1 to make FlexHaptics technique available
to designers. The following section introduces its interfaces and
implementation.

User interface. To generate a module in FlexHaptics editor
(Figure 13), designers need to go through the following steps:

(1) Choose a module type.
(2) Select a fabrication method and material.
(3) Set desired haptic values. The editor generates geometry in

Rhinoceros viewport and calculates its force-feedback with
error range.

(4) Explore other possible geometries. Because the same force
feedback can be produced by different parameter combina-
tions, this step allows designers to adjust a module freely

1This editor was developed as a plugin for Rhinoceros 6 and Grasshopper for generating
FlexHaptics modules. It can be accessed at https://github.com/hlin0101/FlexHaptics.
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Module & Parameters FEA POM/Acylic PLA

Linear resistance
l 10 to 30, interval of 2
b 1, 1.5875, 2, 3 1.5875 1,2,3
h 1, 1.5, 2, 3

Rotary resistance
a 60 to 120 degrees, with interval of 5
r 7.5, 10, 15
b 1, 1.5875, 2, 3 1.5875 1,2,3
h 1, 1.5, 2, 3

Detent
l 10 to 30, interval of 2
b 1, 1.5875, 2, 3 1.5875 1,2,3
h 1, 1.5, 2, 3

Linear bounce
l 10 to 30, interval of 2
b 1, 1.5875, 2, 3 1.5875 1,2,3
h 1, 1.5, 2, 3
n 1, 2, 4, 8

Rotary bounce
a 900 to 1260, interval of 90
b 1, 1.5875, 2, 3 1.5875 1,2,3
h 1, 1.5, 2, 3

Ortho-planar linear bounce straight
l 10 to 30, interval of 2
b 1, 1.5, 2, 3
h 1, 1.5875, 2, 3 1.5875 1,2,3

Ortho-planar linear bounce round
a 60 to 120, with interval of 5
r 7.5, 10, 15
b 1, 1.5, 2, 3
h 1, 1.5875, 2, 3 1.5875 1,2,3

unit for l, b, h, r is mm, a is degree
Table 2: The parameter set used to generate modules for
technical evaluation. Values of a parameter are presented
once in a middle cell under POM/Acrylic, if the parameter
was varied by the same values across different materials.

while comparing its force-feedback in comparison to that
set in Step 3.

(5) Export a final design in STL or SVG format.
Implementation. The backend of FlexHaptics editor is imple-

mented with Grasshopper and Rhinocommon in C# and the fron-
tend interface is developed usingHumanUI. In Step 4, given geomet-
ric parameters, haptic values are calculated by using the equations
in the presented order . Here we present how the equations are
utilized to generate modules from haptic values. For instance, linear
resistance module, on receiving user input haptic value in Step 3
the algorithm first calculate the reaction force with corresponding
equations (Eq 2 and 3). Then to calculate geometries from reaction
force with Equation 1, the algorithm starts by setting 𝑏 and ℎ at
the smallest value to calculated 𝑙 , then examine if 𝑙 is at least ten
times as long as 𝑟t (to meet small deformation condition). If not, the
algorithm will increase ℎ and 𝑏 step by step and repeat calculating

Figure 13: FlexHaptics user interface consists of a FlexHap-
tics tool panel and module preview in Rhinoceros environ-
ment.

and evaluating 𝑙 . If yes, the algorithmwill use the values to generate
a geometry. Similar process applies to the other modules, Table 4
lists the parameters with default values, the parameter to calculate,
and the examined condition of reach module. Once deciding on
the compliant part geometry, the algorithm will adjust the other
component for the two-part modules to maintain a fit clearance,
and can offset the geometries for laser cutting and chamfered for
3D-printing according to Table 1.

6 APPLICATION EXAMPLES
To validate the proposed technique, we developed six example ap-
plications(Figure 14) that cover different modules, mixing operators,
and fabrication methods and materials. Once deciding on a design
idea, we developed the interface through the following process:

(1) decide needed modules and their fabrication methods and
materials, sizes, and haptic parameters;

(2) use the editor to generate the modules;
(3) model other parts of the interface with reference to the gen-

erated modules;
(4) fabricate the components using the decided fabrication meth-

ods and materials;
(5) assemble the components (with electrical elements if needed),

test, and iterate.

Below we present them in three categories according to application
environments.

6.1 Haptic layers above graphics on
touchscreens

We demonstrate two examples made by laser-cutting acrylic sheets
and attaching copper tapes to align with graphics and transit user
touches on touchscreens.
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Module & Equation FEA (POM) POM Acrylic PLA

A B R^2 A B R^2 A B R^2 A B R^2

Linear resistance
h=1, 1.5 1312.3 0.0033 0.9999 1493.6 0.0377 0.818 1438.8 0.1249 0.2115 1982.2 0.0051 0.9981
h=2 1117.3 0.0708 0.9996 1481.6 -0.0161 0.9926 1235.5 0.0305 0.9657 1497.3 0.3891 0.9393
h=3 880.4 0.3673 0.9993 1170.6 0.3049 0.9926 910.91 0.6316 0.8522 1083 0.7627 0.9991

Rotary resistance
1480.1 0.0672 0.9997 1450.1 0.9677 0.9677 1191.7 0.653 0.9619 1822.5 0.6443 0.9391

Detent
h=1, 1.5 656.15 0.0017 0.9999 746.8 0.0189 0.818 719.4 0.0625 0.2115 991.1 0.0026 0.9981
h=2 558.65 0.0354 0.9996 740.8 -0.0081 0.9926 617.75 0.0153 0.9657 748.65 0.1946 0.9393
h=3 440.2 0.1837 0.9993 585.3 0.1525 0.9926 455.46 0.3158 0.8522 541.5 0.3814 0.9991

Linear bounce
1732.2 0.2977 0.9929 2616.6 0.2244 0.9706 1893.6 0.3796 0.9563 2180.2 0.8661 0.9691

Rotary bounce
205.36 0.0058 0.9082 214.19 0.083 0.8828 189.23 0.0622 0.9065 275.76 0.054 0.903

Ortho-planar bounce round
776.77 0.0569 0.9934 960.4 0.0492 0.9896 911.42 -0.0969 0.9322 1019.8 -0.0266 0.9924

Ortho-planar bounce straight
794.14 0.0051 1 1086.9 0.0035 0.9998 865.44 0.0101 0.9996 1166 0.0359 0.9987

Table 3: Results of linear regression analysis.

Module Adjustable by users Generated by algorithm
Step 2 Step 4 Preset Calculated Condition

Linear resistance Resistance force l, b, h b, h l l >10 tr
Rotary resistance Resistance force a, r, b, h b, h, r a a*r >10*tr
Linear detent Notch, k l, b, h b, h l l >10*tr
Rotary detent Notch, k l, b, h, r b, h l l >10*tr
Linear bounce k, range l, b, h, n b, h, n l l*n >10*range
Rotary bounce k, range da, b, h, a b, h, da a a >10*rotary range
Ortho-planar bounce straight k, range l, b, h b, h l l *n>10*range
Ortho-planar bounce round k, range a, r, b, h b, h, r l a*r >10*range

Table 4: Parameters of each module. The adjustable by users in Step 3 are haptic parameters set by designers for algorithm. The
adjustable by users in Step 4 are geometric parameters that designers can modify on an algorithm-generated module geometry.
The generated by algorithm are geometric parameters computed by algorithm based on designers’ inputs in Step 3.

Haptic control panel for a painting application. The haptic
control panel for a painting application, Procreate, is proposed
to reduce divided attention caused between canvas and toolbar
(Figure 14 A). The transparent haptic layer overlaid on the graphical
interface employs a linear resistance module for changing brush
size and a linear detent module notched at preferred values for
adjusting opacity. Knobs inserted into the sliders are wrapped by
copper tapes to transmit user touches to a touchscreen.

Piano keyboard.Wedemonstrate a piano keyboard interface for
a touchscreen music app (Figure 14 B) to improve user performance.
Similarly, the keyboard is made from an acrylic sheet and copper
tapes going around each key. We highlight that ortho-planar linear
bounce modules can resemble such keyboards by being shaped and
collocated.

6.2 Passive haptic proxies in VR
When using passive props for VR interaction, a key could be to use
less physical materials to simulate more virtual objects. FlexHaptics
could be a solution because its compactness increases the number
of proxies containable within a reasonable space. We demonstrate
such applications with two examples implemented with Oculus
Quest and Unity 3D.

VR controller attachment for bow-shooting games. This
VR controller attachment system for bow-shooting games (Figure
14 C). To use a virtual bow, players choose a proxy at the preferred
level of resistance, simply plug its base end to the socket on one
controller, and draw or release the free end with the other controller.
A bow proxy consisting of a laser-cut POM linear bounce module
sandwiched by acrylic faces simulates increasing resistance while
opening a bow and retracting effects while releasing an arrow. The
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Figure 14: Application examples: (A) a slider input interface for touchscreen painting applications, (B) a piano keyboard
interface for touchscreen musical applications, (C) a VR controller attachment for bow shooting games, (D) a string-based
wearable haptic device, (E) a tactile low vision timer, and (F) a joystick with a two-step button on the stick end.

position and orientation of a proxy can be drawn from those of the
associated controller.

String-based wearable haptic device. We demonstrate a hap-
tic device worn between wrist and fingertips, which provides hap-
tic feedback to different gesture interactions in VR (Figure 14 D).
This design is inspired by FlexiFingers that is mounted on the
wrist and provides fingers with passive forces or constraints[1], as
well as Wireality that delivers haptic effects to hand joints with
retractable strings [10]. Our device comprises multiple stackable
string-retracting units, each of which leverages a rotary bounce
module for retracting and another rotary module for more haptic
effects. We made the modules by 3D-printing PLA, as its easier to
integrate other extruded structures, like bobbins and tongue joints.
Thanks to the compact form factors of the FlexHaptics modules, a
stack of three units is as small as a smartwatch.

6.3 Haptic controls with microcontrollers
The following examples present FlexHaptics interfaces embedded
with circuits and connected to microcontrollers. Drawing on re-
search and projects on paper circuits, we built most circuits 2 with
copper tapes, conductive ink, manually or using a cutting machine.
We note potential alternativemethods, including 3D-printing [6, 38],
screen printing, and inkjet printing with functional filaments or
inks.

Tactile timer input.We present a tactile timer input for low-
vision people (Figure 14 E). Each dial consists of a rotary resistance
and detent module. The hour, minute, and second dials present
diminishing resistances and different detent densities. Starting and
canceling buttons are made with ortho-planar modules. We made
the input by 3D-printing PLA, as it is easier to integrate extruded

2Paper circuit patterns can be accessed at https://github.com/hlin0101/FlexHaptics.
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knobs and marks. This prototype highlights a compact design en-
abled by nesting the three dials in the same layer.

Haptic controlswith complexmovement paths.The joystick
designed for a shooting game can control shooting direction and
switch between single or scattering shots (Figure 14 F). It allows
rotation in horizontal and vertical planes by serial-mixing two
mutually perpendicular rotary bounce modules. The button on the
handle can activate single or scattering shooting mode under light
or hard press. It employs in-series mixing two ortho-planar bounce
modules with different bounce constants. The modules are made by
laser-cutting POM sheets. This example demonstrates composing a
complex 3D movement path by mixing modules in different planes.

7 LIMITATIONS & FUTUREWORK
As we acknowledge several limitations of the FlexHaptics, we pro-
pose future work to address the issues.

Fabrication error, material fatigue and creep, external fric-
tion. The current mathematical models are limited due to three
causes of differences between actual and predicted haptic effects of
the FlexHapitcs interface. The first is fabrication errors, as indicated
by the less goodness of fit for the fabricated modules. Designers can
make up by making a range of models containing a desired one, as
described in Section 4.3. The second is material fatigue and creep,
as with the majority of techniques. Detent and bounce modules
in interaction are under cyclic loading, thus will get weaker after
extensive use. Resistance and detent modules are influenced by
persistent mechanical stresses even not in usage, thus will exhibit
dimmer haptic effects after a long term of preservation. Designers
need to replace exceedingly used or old ones to maintain haptic
preciseness. We will address the two factors by exploring more fab-
rication methods and materials. Lastly, the actual haptic effects of
an interface come from the modules, as well as friction between the
modules and external objects (e.g., circuit layers, housing structures,
or touchscreens), which is unpredictable by FlexHaptics editor. De-
signers can iterate modules to counteract the external friction for
satisfying results. We will investigate ways to avoid external fric-
tions, like minimizing surface areas in contact with external objects
and maintaining gaps between the modules and external objects
via housing structures.

Supplementary structures. The method does not assist in
designing two types of supplementary structures that are often
necessary in FlexHaptics interfaces. The first type helps constrain
mobile parts to designed movement paths, e.g., preventing those
in resistance, detent, and linear and rotary bounce modules from
moving out of tracks and guiding that in a rotary bounce mod-
ule to rotary instead of translational movements. The second is to
bond parts in mixing modules or bond a module to other structures.
Among tested techniques, like 3D printing different parts as one
and gluing, tongue-and-hole jointing stands out as it is strong for
connection and flexible for replacement. The design of supplemen-
tary structures varied to adapt to different applications. It was not
very difficult but certainly complicated the overall design process.
In the future, we will explore mechanisms functioning with fewer
supplementary structures and have FlexHaptics editor support the
generation.

Broadening materials. FlexHaptics editor now supports lim-
ited material choices. For future work, we plan to widen the avail-
able material selections based on the mathematical models. For
instance, SLA resins and metals for stronger, compacter, and accu-
rater modules.We also plan to adapt elastic materials (e.g., TPU) and
even programmable filaments presented by Takahashi et al. [35]
to expand the design and fabrication space of haptic input inter-
faces. Taking resistance modules as an example, applying multiple
materials with different friction coefficients to the track boundary
produces a module with varying resistance along the path. Finally,
stimuli-responsive material could enable FlexHaptics modules with
adaptive haptic feedback. For instance, applying stiffness-changing
material to the flexures could produce modules with adaptive resis-
tance, bounce coefficient, and detent magnitude, and using shape-
changing material to the notches could produce detent modules
with adaptive feedback profile and distribution.

Active force feedback and vibration feedback. This method
is limited to passive force feedback generated by the module design.
Due to the passive nature, FlexHaptic interfaces cannot automat-
ically perform tasks (like timing task in Application Example E),
proactively initiate touches, or spontaneously adjust profiles. Fu-
ture work could investigate ways to actuate FlexHaptics modules
while maintaining their compactness, like by using smart materials.
Besides, force feedback, vibration is also important as they widely
exist in natural and artificial interactions. We excel at perceiving
with numerous receptors embedded in our skin and other haptic
organs. Interaction with resistance and detent modules involves
vibration, which can simulate human sensitivity by adjusting beam
stiffness and track texture. We found it possible to introduce texture
by laser-cutting a smooth line with low-power settings on extruded
acrylic sheets and by designing notch profiles and distributions. We
plan to add supplement vibration modules to FlexHaptics.

User-centered evaluation. We performed evaluation led by
the team while developing FlexHaptics. We plan to conduct user
evaluation of FlexHapitcs techniques and editor to improve the
systemwith real-world users.Wewill investigate whether designers
can adapt and find the proposed modules and mixing operators to
be useful in their design processes, and identify areas to improve
further.

8 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed FlexHaptics, a computational design
method to create haptic input interfaces with custom feedback
using a low-cost 3d printer or a laser cutter. FlexHaptics editor
comprises eight primitive modules that exert a haptic effect, i.e.,
resistance, detent, and bounce, along a movement path, i.e., linear,
rotary, ortho-planar linear, and planar. Each FlexHaptics module
supports adjustable haptic effects via module geometries. Using the
editor, designers can create various movement paths by customizing
a module or combining multiple modules to formulate disparate
haptic effects with fine-tuning. We also presented six application
examples as validation of the proposed method.

Ourwork does not limit designers’ creativity with any predefined
off-the-shelf components and allow building their own devices
including sophisticated haptic feedback design. Further, as haptic
interface development is an iterative process of design, prototyping,
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and testing, if designers make one prototype faster, the overall
process accelerates exponentially. We believe FlexHaptics can be
a powerful tool to create haptic input interfaces with extensive
customizability and minimum manual labor.
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